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US MARSHALLS
From: ken windyka
To: fedcom@qth.net
Sent: Wednesday, June 02, 1999 10:19 PM
Subject: [FedCom] US Marshals
Yesterday evening, The Discovery Channel ran a
segment "On The Inside" about the US Marshals
Service.... The program presented the history of the
service & had the strongest emphasis on fugitive
investigations including apprehension (domestic &
international) & also touching briefly on judicial
security, prisoner transportation, & special
operations..... Missing from the presentation was the
Witness Protection Program, Asset Forfeiture, &
some of the special operations programs (e.g.
missile escort duty, electronic surveillance, federal
building protection, etc.)....
There were some relatively good pictures of agents
with equipment including radios & a couple of
command centers....... It was noted that the size of
the antennas on the portables indicated high band
VHF operation...... Also it showed one of their
vehicles (wasn't a crown vic or a suburban) but a
small compact car with heavily tinted windows...
There was only one antenna mounted on the rear
trunk area (black & approx 15" in length).
Some of the fugitive apprehension stories in the US
showed that the Marshal service had to operate in
small towns away from the large cities SO again
low power w/t's, mobiles, operating in simplex mode
would probably be the mode of operation & this
would greatly challenge the monitoring range for
the hobbyist (unless it was someone right in one's
neighborhood.
Perhaps cellular/digital telephones would also be
used if available in the area for survey/recon,
coordination, & fixed surveillance activities.........
I don't recall seeing any posts on any lists indicating
that the US Marshal service has ever been
monitored on a "takedown" operation.
Various current & historic reference sources seem to
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indicate the potential for activity on the following
frequencies:
163.20R/S*, 162.7125, 162.7875R, 163.20,
163.2125, 163.8125*, 164.40, 164.60*, 165.0125,
165.0625, 165.7125. (*indicates best potential
based upon mention in more than one source).
Also in theory, a joint operation might involve the
use of 166.4625 (no PL)....... Also other potential
radio comm networks would be the regional
VHF/UHF/800 mhz law enforcement mutual
aid systems used throughout the US..... It's highly
unlikely that encryption would be used during the
"takedown" portion of the operation, in fact in the
book "Deadly Force" mentioned that the US
Marshal Svc would signal via a few clicks on the
radio when the assault/takedown was to
start.
Perhaps, we should all plug these frequencies in
the scanner to determine if activity exists...
Personally, I just put the scanner in the search
mode between 162.6 & 174 MHz to determine if
there's any federal activity in my monitoring area. If
you don't try, you will never know!!!!
GREAT PIRATE RADIO SITE
http://www.radio4all.org/
If you are into the pirate radio scene you may want
to check out this URL. It contains links to many of
the better known pirates opaerting all over the
world.
Via N2RVM
VERY ACTIVE ESSEX COUNTY FREQUENCY!
If you guys/gals don't have this in your scanner try
471.3625, it’s the Essex County auto task force
they average 4-5 pursuits per evening & foot
chases etc. Good signal in Hudson.Co.
Wanda
Wanda.Hickey@postoffice.worldnet.att.net
BERGEN COUNTY PASCOM NUMBERING
SYSTEM
The Pascack Valley Mutual Aid Assoc. has
assigned thefollowing numerical identifiers:
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Firecom 1-- Westwood
Firecom 2-- Emerson
Firecom 3-- Hillsdale
Firecom 4-- Washington Twp.
Firecom 5-- River Vale
Firecom 6-- Old Tappan
Firecom 7-- Woodcliff Lake
Firecom 8-- Park Ridge
Justin Mattes" jaymatt1978@excite.com
DETERMINING FLEETMAPS
The following process provides a methodical
approach for determining the proper fleet map for
use by Trunktracker radios. An example illustrating
the method is presented at the end of the article.
1) Verify you have the correct and complete set of
FREQUENCIES programmed for the system you are
investigating (missing frequencies can contribute to
dramatically confused results).
2) Make sure you "UN-lock" any and all talkgroups
you have previously "locked out".
3) Start by programming all blocks for Type II (Size
code S0). (NOTE: all references to id’s that follow
refer to the value displayed by the Trunktracker with
size code set to zero.)
4) With pen and paper handy, set the radio to
SEARCH (while "trunking") and start listening
5) Write down the different id’s you hear, and try to
note which id’s seem to relate to the same
conversation / talkgroup. If you consistently hear all
parts of the same conversation on the same
talkgroup id number that talkgroup is almost certainly
Type II. If different parts of the same conversation /
talkgroup show up on different (but usually nearby)
id’s, then you are almost certainly dealing with a type
I talkgroup.
6) The Trunktracker has 8 blocks of id’s, numbered 0
through 7. Each block contains exactly 8192 id’s.
Each block is individually programmed for the type of
talkgroup it contains (i.e. the size code). By
inspecting the id values you have recorded above,
and referring to Table 1, you can determine which of
the 8 blocks the talkgroup belongs to. You can not
mix type I and type II talkgroups within the SAME
block. Therefore, once you determine that a
talkgroup within a block is type I you can be sure
that all talkgroups in that same block are type I.
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Block Lower ID Upper ID
0
0000
8191
1
8192
16383
2
16384
24575
3
24576
32767
4
32768
40959
5
40960
49151
6
49152
57343
7
57344
65535
Table 1, Ranges of id’s in each of the
Trunktracker’s 8 blocks:
7) After establishing that a block is Type I, the next
step is to determine its specific structure (i.e.
picking the right "size code" for the block). Make a
diligent effort to note the various talkgroups id’s
that relate to the same conversation. For simplicity,
it is easiest to focus on one block at a time, and
easiest to monitor an active talkgroup. As you
collect the id’s for a talkgroup, subtract the smallest
number id from the largest number id (that is part of
the same conversation) and the difference tells you
that AT LEAST that number of radio users are part
of this particular talkgroup.
Take this number, and compare it to the values in
the first column of Table 2. This column lists the
maximum number of users in a talkgroup for
various size codes. The number of actual users you
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have monitored must be smaller than the allowable
maximum number of users per talkgroup; that is, the
proper size code cannot be one with a smaller
number of maximum users than you have actually
monitored. From Table 2 you can narrow down the
choice for proper size code, but cannot yet isolate it
to an exact match.
Table 2; Maximum number of users per talkgroup for
various size codes.
8) You can further narrow down the proper choice
for size code by applying some intuition and logic.
First, the use of size codes S12, S13, and S14 are
rare since few agencies require such large
talkgroups.
Be skeptical of results that point towards a size code
of S12, S13, or S14. For similar reasons you can
usually rule out the size codes which can
accommodate only a small number of users per
talkgroup, such as S1, S5/S6, and S2/S7.
The most common talkgroup sizes are those which
accommodate 128, 256, or 512 users.
A final tip is that most systems are designed to allow
growth and expansion. If your results from step 7
were, for example, 115 users, though S3 with 128
maximum would work, it is more likely that the best
answer is S11 (or possibly S4) to allow room to
grow.
9) For a suspected talkgroup size of 128 users, you
can use EITHER size code S3 or S8 with exactly the
same performance; similarly, for a talkgroup size of
256 users you can use S9, S10, or S11. It seems to
this writer that the preference in common usage is to
use S3 for size codes with 128 users and S11 for
size codes with 256 users.
Given all these points, three size codes emerge
which are by far the most commonly used, S3 (128
users), S11 (256 users), and S4 (512 users). The list
of potential size codes to contend with has been
reduced from the fourteen listed in Table 2 to only
these three that serve well for most systems.
(Warning: granted, the resulting talkgroup number
displayed by the Trunktracker will usually be
different depending on exactly which size code you
use (such as S9, S10, or S11), which one is "the
right one" is arbitrary. One significant subtlety is that
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if you start exchanging talkgroup info with a friend,
make sure you are comparing talkgroup numbers
derived for the exact same value of size code
number.)
The steps provided to this point are often all that
need be performed to successfully guess the
proper size code for a given block. The sequence is
simply repeated for each of the eight blocks until
each specific size code has been derived. As each
block is "conquered", it is helpful to temporarily lock
out the talkgroups in that block to minimize delays
in finding ids in other blocks.
If you program a type I block with a size code of S3
(allowing 128 users), but continue to occasionally
hear parts of the same conversation on adjacent
talkgroups, your S3 code is likely still too small and
you can simply change it to S11 to allow 256 users.
The method to this point is fairly simple, and
generally will narrow the size code choices to two or
three that can be tried by trial and error until
satisfactory results are obtained. The following step
is more involved but provides additional insight into
the structure of a block to further isolate and
confirm the exact size code. It also helps to confirm
the results obtained, rule out size codes that are
"too big", and predict where talkgroups should
occur within the block.
10) Once you have accumulated a list of talkgroups
ids, determined from Table 1 which block you are
dealing with, and made a prediction of the talkgroup
size, you can manually map the id’s into talkgroups
within the block to determine if your findings are
consistent with your predicted size code.
Close inspection of Table 2 shows that the number
of users per talkgroup multiplied by the number of
talkgroups per block is always 8192. Thus, if you
suspect, for example, that a block is composed of
talkgroups of 128 users, you can conclude that
there are exactly 64 of these talkgroups in the block
(since 128 x 64 = 8192). (The number of talkgroups
per block is provided in the middle column of Table
2.) In such a block, "the first" talkgroup would
occupy the first 128 id’s of the block, "the second"
talkgroup would occupy the next 128 id’s, "the third"
talkgroup would occupy the next 128 id’s and so
forth. "The last" talkgroup (in this case the 64th)
would fit exactly into the last 128 id’s of the
block.
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Consider block 4 as a specific example. You can
easily list the id limits of each talkgroup as follows.
>From Table 1 the lower limit (i.e. the first id of the
block) for block 4 is 32768. Accordingly, block 4
talkgroup 1 would range from 32768 to 32895
(32768+127), talkgroup 2 would range from 32896
to 33923 (32896+127), talkgroup 3 would range
from 33924 to 34051 and so forth.
With the "range" of individual talkgroups listed, you
can easily verify if the id values you have
recorded fit appropriately into the logical talkgroup
structure. That is, id’s participating in the same
talkgroup should fall within the limits of a common
talkgroup and id’s not involved in the same talkgroup
(i.e. the dogcatcher and the fire department) should
logically fall into separate talkgroups. By inspecting
how the id’s you have noted fall into the talkgroups,
you can gauge if your talkgroup size is
too small, too large, or just right!
EXAMPLE:
Suppose, after monitoring a system for a few
minutes, you note that a police department
"dispatch" calls units on id 16396, "car 44" answers
on id 16385, "car 46" answers on id 16543, "car 38"
answers on id 16429. When you hear car 38 switch
to a car-to-car channel, car 38 shows up on id 16676
and talks to his buddy in car 33 who answers on id
16721. You also hear an ambulance on id 17934
giving a medical report to a hospital that answers on
id 18110. Further, what sounds like public works
conversations occur on id 9680, and all parts ("both
sides") of the conversation appear on this one
id.

What’s it all mean?
>From these findings you can conclude:
1.. The public works units are in block 1 and are type
II; therefore block 1 must be type II/size code S0.
(Reason: 9680 falls within the range of block 1 listed
in Table 1, and since both sides of the conversation
consistently appear on the same id number the
talkgroup is Type II.)
2.. All the other id’s in this example are in block 2
which is Type I. (Reason: all the id’s fall
within the range of id’s for block 2 listed in Table I,
and since different participants in the conversation
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fall on different id’s, the talkgroups are Type I.)
3.. Even though it appears you have notes from
three different talkgroups in block 2 (the main police
channel, the police car-to-car channel, and the
ambulance/hospital channel) you can determine
that the number of users per talkgroup in block 2 is
at least 176. (Reason: assuming the police-related
id’s and the ambulance/hospital id’s are different
talkgroups, the maximum spread between any
noted id’s related to the same talkgroup is 176. For
the main police talkgroup the max id-min id
=16543-16385 =158; for the police car-to-car
channel the max id-min id =16721-16676 =45, for
the ambulance/hospital talkgroup, the max id-min id
= 18110-17934 = 176; always take the largest of
the values which is 176. From Table 2, the
possible size codes that allow 176 users are those
with 256, 512, or more users; therefore size code
which have a maximum of less than 256 users can
be eliminated from consideration.
4.. By applying the mapping technique of step 10,
for block 2 with a talkgroup size of 256 the first
talkgroup ranges from 16384 through 16639, the
second talkgroup ranges from 16640 through
16895, the third from 16896 through 17151 and so
forth (for 32 talkgroups). Using this partitioning, and
applying the ids from the collected notes indicates
that for this size code (i.e.256) the main police
channel "fits" into talkgroup 1, the police car-to-car
channel fits into talkgroup 2, and the
ambulance/hospital talkgroup fits into talkgroup 7.
IF the same technique were applied for a size code
of 512, talkgroup 1 would extend from 16384
through 16895, talkgroup 2 from 16896 through
17406 and so forth. In this scheme, the id’s for both
the main police channel AND the car-to-car channel
all fall within the limits of talkgroup 1, which would
mean the two police channels would in fact have to
be one and the same. Since we know from
monitoring this is not the case (i.e. the two channels
serve separate functions) we can conclude the
talkgroup size is not 512 but that 256 gives a much
better (and apparently perfect) fit.
From Table 2 we can conclude that a size code of
S11 (with 256 users) is the right size code for block
2.
GOOD SUMMER LISTENING
Now that the summer is upon us, program in these
frequencies.
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Skywriting aircrafts
122.775 & 122.850 You can identify these as you'll
hear the lead plane saying "now" over and over.
This tells the others in formation to releases a "pixel"
of smoke.
122.300 & 123.450 Banner towing aircraft ( heard
more near shore areas)
The Goodyear Blimp When in the area it's kept in
Teterboro so you will hear lots of activity.
151.625 (very active)
151.865 (backup to above)
465.9125, .9375, .9625
450.800 (listed, but I've never heard this one active)
Any blimps or aircraft on the Hudson River use
123.05
Good listening, Bob, WA2SQQ
NJ TRANSIT
Several people have asked us regarding the trunked
system used by NJ Transit. Though we don’t have
all the information needed to set your trunk tracker
up, this may be od some assistance.They are
reconfiguring to a 10 channel simulcast system in
the north as follows:
System 4431
ch1 868.4875
ch2 868.4625
ch3 867.9875
ch4 867.9625
ch5 867.4875
ch6 867.4625
ch7 866.9875
ch8 866.9625
ch9 866.4875
ch10 866.4625
This is a Type I and Type II hybrid system. Right now
Transit non-revenue vehicles are using Fleet 200
subfleets 1-15 and size code D. I don't have
any info on the programming of the private bus
companies, but may in the future.
The second system in the North is Metrocom
(Conventional Sumulcast system used by the
busses, but channel steering is accomplished via 2
dedicated data channels, 854.4875 (statewide data)
and 854.2375 (north data, but only 2 locations
active. Eagle Rock and Warrenville). The bus
normally listens to the data channel and is instructed
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to switch to a metrocom voice channel to
talk to a console. Currently only Met chans 2, 6, 7, 8
are active with the other 6 coming online soon
(Currently chs 1, 3, 4, 5 are used for Trunking
system AA31 which is going away)
Metrocom North
ch1 860.4875
ch2 860.2375
ch3 859.4875
ch4 859.2375
ch5 858.4875
ch6 858.2375
ch7 857.4875
ch8 857.2375
ch9 856.4875
ch10 856.2375
SOUTH
3 channel Trunk system BB31 as follows for
non-Revenue Transit vehicles and private bus
companies. Transit vehicles are Fleet 200 subfleets
1-15
SizeCode D.
ch1 860.3875
ch3 858.3875
ch5 856.3875
2 channel Met system using the statewide data
channel for steering
Met1 859.3875
Met2 857.3875
Control channel for Trunking can be ch's 1-4 in
north or ch 1 or 3 in south.
CLOSING COMMENTS
This months newsletter is significantly smaller than
past issues. The summer months find us doing lots
more family activities and much less scanning.
We’ve also seen a reduction in the e mail we
receive. Hopefully, with your contributions and
questions next month’s issue will increase in size!
The Urban DX’er would like to thank all those
who contributed to this months issue!
Charlie - N2NOV, “R”, “Agent “R”, KC2AYC, Ken
Windyka, Rod - N2RVM, Wanda Hickey, Justin
Mates

